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Computer Crime
Catching the culprits is a big problem

\

By Ken Frederick
Staff Writer

I

Computer piracy isn't the kind of ha.n ds-on experience Eastern needs. Eastern plans on beefing up security
systems in the f utu~t:~

The statistics describing the magnitude of computer crime
are shocking.
According to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the loss
from electronic theft is $100 million annually. But Time
Magazine (2/8/82) reports that the true figure could be considerably higher. In fact, Donn Parker, a consultant and computer fraud authority, estimates that losses could be as high as
$5 billion per year.
While the.se mind-boggling figures shed light on a nationwide problem, the picture at Eastern is rosy in comparison.
Of the two principle computer systems at Eastern, the
UNIVAC contains the sensitive information that an electronic thief would be interested in. "The UNIVAC handles
everything that goes on at Showalter (Hall), including grades,
financial aid, and registration data," said Tom Pyle, Director
of Information Services at Eastern. The other system, the
VAX, is used primarily for academic purposes.
In spite of security precautions, the UNIVAC system has
been the victim of illegal use.

.•• continued on page 12
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State bill proposes study
of an EWU- WSU merger
By Cal FitzSimmons
Editor
Last October the departing
chairman ~ of the Spokane
Chamber of Commerce made a
statement calling for a merger of
Eastern Washington University
and Washington State University.
Now, less than four months later,
Wendell Satre's suggestion has
taken the form of a bill in the
Washington state Legislature that
has already passed the House and
is -awaiting approval from the
Senate and Governor Spellman.
The bill calls for the formation
of a committee to study such a
merger and says, "Higher Education in the state will be
strengthened by a coordinated use
of the state's investment in
Washington State University and
Eastern Washington University.

bill has been a concern of both
EWU President George
Frederickson and Bert Shaber,
chairman of EWU board of
trustees.
"We cannot afford to not be in
favor of the study,' Frederickson
told the student council last Tuesday. But he later pointed out that
the study affords little time for
thorough discussion of options to
a merger.
Under the guidelines proposed
by Sommers, the study would be
completed by late November and
tfte results introduced to the
Legislature at the January 1985
session.
"You don't study such a proposal in three or four months.
You take your time and do it
right." Frederickson said. "The
temptation is to look at a quick
fix. They are looking at a merger

comments
and
questioned
Washington State University's
commitment to Spokane.
''What about simply letting
Eastern meet the needs of the
area? Wouldn't that be better
than WSU's long-standing indifference
to
Spokane?"
Frederickson said.
One of the primary reasons for
the study outlined in · the bill
would be to prevent duplication
of services offered by schools in
the Spokane area. Sommers also
stresses in the report that scienti fie, engineering and technical
programs are to be offere<.! only
by the University of Washington
and WSU and are not to be
duplicated by other institutions.
"With its expanding population and industrial base, Spokane
could benefit if WSU was able to
offer more of its programs in that

~

'We cannot afford not to be in favor of the study'-Frederickson
This coordination could include
joint governance or merger," the
proposal reads.
The ultimate result of such a
study if it were i°mplemented, is
yet to be seen but some have taken
the idea to mean the first step
towards a merger between the two
institutions of higher learning.
Helen Sommers, D-Seattle,
proposed the bill and says the
study is in the best interest of both
schools, the city of Spokane and
the state of Washington.
'' I think Eastern has done a
good job of supporting the educational needs of Spokane, but we
must look at the system as a
whole rather than separate endties. I would think that as a student of Eastern, you would be interested in such a merger as it
would afford you a degree from
WSU (rather than Eastern). Sommers said in a telephone interview
Monday.
The basis of the report seem to
have emerged from so-called
"turf wars" schools in the
Spokane area have been accused
of waging and the need some
Spokane ,businessmen have seen
for a research institution in
Spokane. The generality of some
of the wording in the proposed

•

and not other institutional options," he said.
The proposal primarily addresses a possible merger of the
two schools and does not encompass a broad enough spectrum according to Shaber.
"The way the proposal looks
now it locks any results into a
merger of at least administrative
superstructure and that doesn't
help anything," Shaber said. "I
am probably .prejudiced but I am
waiting to be convinced that a
merger is the best method of
meeting the area's needs," he
said.
Both Frederickson and Shaber
have suggested that rather than
discuss a merger the Legislature
should consider broadening the
services Eastern offers to better
meet the needs of Spokane.
"Moving more programs to
Eastern seems to be the easiest
system to me," Shaber said.
"There seems to be a feeling in
this state that set patterns need to
be followed with two first-class
research institutions while other
regional institutions are delegated
to second-class status. A lot of
states have found that you have to
break that pattern," he said.
Frederickson echoed Shaber's

•

area. But we cannot afford to
duplicate facilities and should use
those that already exist there,"
Sommers said.
Earlier
this
month
Frederickson and Shaber traveled
to Olympia to testify before the
Committee on Higher Education
as to Eastern's position on the socalled merger bill. Included in the
recommendations they made was
a suggestion that the study include participation of members of
Eastern's Board of Trustees,
students from both .schools,
,facuity members and representatives from the administrations
of both schools. But the actual
drafting of the bill included participation of only two trustees and
two regents from WSU.
Frederickson, in speaking at
the ASEWU Council meeting,
called upon student government
to study the matter and determine
a course for their possible involvement in the merger study.
"I want to urge you as official
representatives of EWU to get someone over to Olympia to testify
that you want students on the
committee if that is your desire,"
Frederickson said.
The student council did not
... continued on page 12

Pbo&o by DEREK HANSON

Top recruits sign
Compiled from staff accounts

18 touchdowns while Owens comBy Wednesday afternoon, 13 piled 1166 yards and 14 TDs, six
prep 1ootball stars had signed in one game.
commitments with Eastern, led by Another top signee was Kevin
three outstanding running back Brown, a 5' 11 ". 203-pound
prospects.
defensive back from Los Angelos
Jamie Townsend, of Pasco Southwest junior college. Brown
Hiah School in Pasco, Maurice has one year of eligibility left, but
Owens, of Foss in Tacoma and is considered an excellent addition
·Chris Yglesias, of Eastside to Eastern's defensive back corps.
.Catholic in Bellevue, wer~ all top Dick Zornes and his coaching
players in their respective con- staff concentrated on linebackers,
·rerences.
rutining backs, defensive backs,
Townsend gained 1038 yards, and d~fensive linemen, during
Yglesias recorded 1035 yards and. their recent recruiting trips.

.
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SerOrity will move
into Anderson· Hall
The administration decided on
LA Hall because it offered more
flexibility as far as affecting other
Eastern's new sorority, unable programs, she said. Since leaving
to find a house in Cheney its the regular housing system and
members could afford, will roost becoming a center for conferences
temporarily in Louise Anderson and guest housing, LA Hall often
has times when few of the rooms
Hall._
Alpha Sigma Phi's problem are occupied, she said.
was fairly simple -- they wanted to . While there have been times
find a house as soon as possible so when all the rooms do fill up, Ritthat they could start building ter said, with proper planning and
some of the community and scheduling the sorority's presence
autonomy that traditionally is in LA Hall will have a minimal
linked with sorority life, said impact on conferences.
For spring quarter the sorority
Sharon Whittle, the group's presiwill remain part of the housing
dent
aut the two sights the sorority system, paying full room and
looked at in .Cheney would re- board rates and ·using Tawanka,
.
quire them to come up with more Ritter said.
money than the group could soon
While living in LA Hall won't
give the sorority as much
raise, she said.
The sorority approached Dick autonomy as its own house
Flamer, provost for student ser- would, the arrangement will allow
vices, to see if the administration the group ~o form a separate comcould help. After talking with munity that will be easier to join
Don Manson, director of aux- in fall quarter, Whittle said.
The sorority now has 28
iliaries services, the group reached
an agreement to have 17 of the members and nine pledges, she
sorority's members move into said, but ,only 17 of those were
part of one of LA HalPs third 2 able to make a commitment to
move into LA Hall spring
floor wings, Whittle said.
Starting in the fall the women quarter.
Ritter s•id she viewed the move
will rent the whole wing (room for
56 students) for about a year, un- as a good opportunity to help the
til the sorority adds enough sorority get established. As
money to its building fund to freshmen enrollment rates and
make a down payment on a house off-campus housing patterns
change, administration to be
in Cheney, she added.
Darlene Ritter, director of responsive to student demands,
housing and director of LA Hall, she said.
"It's really important for all us
the university's conference center,
said the administration was a bit to serve all the students as
reluctant about bringing the positively as we can ... to meet
sorority into the dorm system, group,. needs as well as individual
because some students might have needs," she said.
While the sorority will draw
been moved to create a separate
floor for the group.
• • • continued on·paae 12
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By Robert Slier
Associate Editor

S.S. Unhcrse

How about a semester at sea?
By D.J. Dewey
Special to The Easterner
If the same dull routine of attending college is
getting tiresome, why not cruise around the world
for a semester? Qualified undergraduate students
everywhere are participating in the Semester at
Sea program sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh.
The S.S. Universe is a cruise ship modified for
educational purposes, including classrooms, a
12,000-volume library, a bookstore, student
union, a theatre, dining room, hospital, and
sports facilities. The 18,000-ton ocean liner carries 500 students and 40 faculty members, all
selected each semester from major universities,
around the world for 100 days.
Two semester cruises are offered each year, one
in the spring and one in the fall. The fall semester
cruise departs Seattle on Sept. 14 and calls on the
ports of Kobe, Japan; Pusan, Korea; Keelung,
Taiwan; Hong Kong (wher~ students have the option of going inside the Peoples Republic of
China); Columbia, Sri Lanka; Bombay, India;
Alexandria, Egypt; Istanbul, Turkey; Piraeus,
Greece (port of Athens); and Cadiz, Spain with
termination of the cruise at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
on Dec. 23.'The Spring semester cruise departs
Ft. Lauderdale Jan. 12 and returns to San Francisco Apr. 21, stopping in the same ports in the
opposite direction.
The S.S. Universe is in each port anywhere
from three to seven days. Classes meet six days a
week while at sea and although classes do not
meet · formally while in port; there are class-

t

oriented field trips allowing students to get a feel
for customs and culture in each country.
The program is fully accredited and avail ble
to all accredited institutions of higher education.
According to Marty Greenham of Semester at
Sea, students usually take from 12 to 1S credit
hours in more than 60 -different courses ranging
from anthropology, art history, business, communications, economics, geography, history,
marine biology, philosophy, political science,
phychology, sociology, theatre arts and world
literature. This covers a fine selection of courses
and many of them are specifically designed to
study various aspects of the countries visited.
This all sounds absolutely wonderful, but you
may ask, "How much does it cost?" This
around-the-world educational cruise costs
between $8,500 and $8,800. This fee includes tuition, and room and board. It does vary depending on the accommodations that you choose,
such as a single, double, or triple room.
"There isc available limited financial aid
through grants and or work grants,'' said
Greenham. Guatanteed Student Loans and Pell
Grants apply also. Scholarships are available to
students through letters, and interviews among a
small panel of directors. Scholarships are
available on a limited basis, depending on contributions received, Greenham said.
Semester at Sea can offer an important international dimension to a student's education. Properly scheduled into. undergraudate plans, more
than 15,000 students from over 500 colleges and
universities have participated in ttiis program, including students from Eastern.
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15% Off All Formal Wear
Special Ends Feb. 16th

----JIFFY CLEANERS
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Coantrv French Bridal Bazaar
Bridal Exhibits, Continuous Fashion Show,
Demonstrations and Samples
I

Free Admission Sat., March 3 1O am-5 pm

Aid questions
to be answered

a-• L artcraft prlndng, Inc. . ,

A counselor will be available to
answer any questions students
may have concerning financial aid
this Friday at 3 p.m. in the
auditorium of J .F. Kennedy
Library.
Questions concerning federal,
state, and local grants will be
answered in this informal (no appointment necessary) counselinJ.
These sessions will be held for·
one day only Feb. 10.

;i

Resumes
- Resu·m es Re·sumes

I

I

I

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING
I

YOUR COMPl.lft RESUME SERVICE!
us prepare your resume. We're a full service print shop.

I
I

'

I

624-3383

UNIQUE IDEAS FOR
WEDDINGS & BIRTHDAYS
FINEARTS
POTTERY

I

Let

THE
GALLERY

507 SHERMAN, COEUR D'ALENE

667-2898

W. 33l At.In, Spokane, WA
- EASY PARKING -

Due to an error beyond our control, Ancraft Printing's ad and alphabetlcal
listing ~rP. omitted In the yellr.-w page~ of the 19B3 Tde1, hone Direr.,0;_1.

I

ALL Continent Travel

•I

•COMPUTERIZED•

.

Thurs., Feb. 9

Cr. Potato Soup, Gr, Turkey Chs s., Beef & Mshrm
Cass, Pizza Sid Pit, Diced carrots, Salad Bar, Wht
& Crk Wh Brd, PBtr Bars

Fri., Feb. 10

Manhtn Clm Chd, Flshwlch, Tam_.le Pie, Fruit Sid
Pit, Cut Grn Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd
Choe. Pudding, Oatmeal Cook.
'

Sat., Feb. 11

BRUNCH
BRUNCH

Sun., Feb. 12

Room 219 In the PUB

Mon., Feb. 13

Cr. Mshrm Soup, Crn Dogs/Bk Bns Turkey Fr Rice
. Bologna Salad, Corn, Salad Bar Wht &
Brd'
Snlckerdoodles
'
,

Tues., Feb. 14

Bean Soup, Tacos, .Macaroni & Chse, Spinach
Salad, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & Rye Brd
Coconut Crm Pud, Ginger Cookies
'

Wed., Feb. 15

Chkn Ndl Soup, Pizza, Reuben Pie, Chef Salad, Fr.
Sty Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd Choe
Chip Cookies
•
·

I

I

'

*

359-6434! •
I

For Immediate Fares·& Reservations!

• Air • Rail ;.• Cruises •'Fours
•

I

•

'I,\

I

It

ii
•

ww

I
I
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Bid guidelines.on state projects
causing troubles for institutions
When the first bids on PUB expansion came in much higher
than expected last September,
part of the explanation was
Eastern 's reputation as a client
that was "tough on minorities."
This referred to EWU policies
that favored minority-owned construction companies. Since that
time other state-funded institutions have experienced pro, blems in dealing with minority
and female hiring practices.
Former Easterner columnist Paul
Read examines the role of stateordered hfring practices concerning minorities and women.

. By Paul Read
Spedal to The Easterner
A new state law designed to bet-

. Paul Loeb

Niu ke author speaks
Today's peace movement is.an ironic gift of the arms race, says
Paul Loeb, author of "The Nuclear Culture." For though the incessant armament of the planet has kept world balancing on a razor's
edg~ between life and annihilation, it has also inspired many to consider what their rights and duties are, he said.
Our leaders, in keeping the world in danger, have overstepped the
bounds of their responsibility, Loeb told a group of about 40 in
Showalter Auditorium Tuesday. Pointing to a recent U.S. bishop's
statement on nuclear disarmament, Loeb traced for the audience the
development of that d~ument to the action of, at first, a few individuals in the Seattle area.
"We can make a difference," Loeb said.
Loeb's book, which examines the sensitizing effed ti.e construction of nuclear weapons has had on the people of Hanford,
Wa., will be released this fall. It had been banned by his publisher
after the first 200 copies were distributed, he said.
Loeb wlll also be speaking at several otber area schools next week,
he said. For more information, contact the Spokane Peace and
Justice Center at 838-7070.

~olice rePGris~

ter enable women-and minorityowned businesses to obtain state
contracts has slowed bid processing in state schools and raised
questions within the business sector, according to spokesmen in a
series of interviews.
The law, which took effect
Sept. 1, 1983, requires that 9.1
percent of the dollar volume
awarded in state contracts be
given to minority-owned
businesses and 3 percent given to
women-owned businesses. The
law states that its purpose is to
"afford minority and womenowned business enterprises
(MWBE's) the maximum practicable opportunity for increased
participation in the process by
which goods, services, and equipment are procured from the
private sector. 11
Each bid or quotation accepted

by a state-owned operation must
adhere to goals and/ or requirements set by that law. Bidders that are not certified with the
Office of Minorities and Women
Business Enterprises or have not
sub-contracted with a firm that is,
are considered non-responsive
bidders on most bids and cannot
be awarded those contracts.
Procedures Difficult
These stipulations have required purchasing offices at all
state schools to organize past vendors into two different classifications; those who are certified and
those who are not. Bid processing
procedures, as a result, have
become more difficult, according
to Robin Cunningham, assistant
purchasing agent for Spokane
Community College District 17.
"Where it took us 10 to 15
minutes to process a bid with 40
items on it before, it now takes us
an hour and 20 minutes to process
it," said Cunningham. 11 In the
spring, when we do most of our
purchasing, we will get 30 to 40
bids in a day, each with 200 or so
items. I think I'm going to bring
my sleeping bag."
Cunningham said the problem

stems from the lack of certified
minorit}- or women-owned
businesses on this side of the
state.
"We haven't had one
(MWBE firm) come to see us,"
she said. "I can't beg people to
sell us. 11
Because of a state requirement,
only those MWBE bids that are
within the lesser of $5000 or 5 percent of a bid offered by a nonMWBE firm are accepted.
By the time firms on the west
side of the state add freight
charges, their bids exceed those
requirements, said Cunningham.
Meanwhile, businesses that are
not certified as minority or
women-owned must search for
certified firms that will subcontract for them. This subcontractor relationship would
make the bid responsive.
Unantldpated Problems
Lynn TreffryI a sales engineer
for Northwest Electronics, a
Spokane business that has supplied District 17 and Eastern
Washington University with electronic equipment in the past, says
that the new law puts an unfair

..•continued on.page '.7
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A triple beam balance scale
valued at S200 was taken from
1
Cheney Hall sometime between
10 and 10:30 a.m. Thursday
Two doors were repo~ torn ·
304 W.1st Cheney, WA. 99004
away from bathroom stalls on
Dressler's fourth floor early
On State Highway-904
Saturday morning. ' Damage was
Color TV Every Room!
estimated at S75.
A 19-year-old resident of
PHONE: 235-8538 .
Pearce Hall was treated for cuts L..~....~....:~-~
- ~--~----- ~-~ --~
- -~-~...~
,. .~."~~~.:I
on his hand after he reportedly
broke a stairway door window on
the fourth floor of Pearce.
Raymond E. Egner of Pearce
Hall was cited for third degree
.
malicious mischief early Sunday
h.we.r,...•••
mornina for reportedly breaking
a full length mirror on the fourth · :
Sound and Lighting Provided by
floor of Pearce.
_
.
..~·1\Z:e
Polite arrested Btadley M.
Thordafson, 18, of P~ce Hall
CORPORATION · _ _ _
Sunday mornina for his connection in the theft of a boy'a bicycle
from Patterson Hall Jal). 31.
America's newest and fastest-growing nationP.O. BOX 1083, SPOKANE, WA H210
·PHONE: (501} 458•2100
Police said Thordarson on Friday
wide corporation invites you to earn next year's tuihad dropped the bike f:rom the
4 STORES IN DOWNTOWN SPOKANE
tion before June.
•
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS 451-2700
• CAMERAS
45a-2734
top of Pearce Hall because 0 he
If you are energetic, outgoing, ambitious, and
• STEREO I VIDEO 451•2730
• PRO SOUND I LIGHTING 458-2724
wanted to see it smash... ' Another ·
you· enjoy meeting new people, we may just have
man wu reportedly takiaa photos
the opportunity you've always wanted.
from the around u ·the bike fell. .
Work part-time or full-time.
Tliordarson wu charaed with :
Set your own hours.
third dea,:ee theft. He bu aareed .
We need Local Representativ~s and Area
to pay for the·bicy':le, police said.
Coore
Inators.
.
'
.
For continuing students, this -e xpands into a
highly-lucrative summer position, which flexes
back In the fall to flt .your academic schedule.
.Many permanent positions are available nation-wide, as well.
.
·
...
is
a
rare
and
unique
ground-floor
opportuniThis
The. Tilicum Club has just the .
ty
which
probably
will
not
repeat,
once · the
thing to cure ·those , Saturday
necessary
personnel
have
been
acquired.
afternoon blues. ·
To apply, send a self-addressed, stamped,
· The club is featurina an arts,
;5 50
s2oo
business-size
envelope. Application form and in.crafts and hobby show Saturday,
formation will reach you by return mail.
March . 3 at the City Hall ·
Auditorium.
I
-==,=,-~-----,. . . .,.-•----•-=-•H===-===:moe::...,..,-~~~~z-;,~
The event is open to the public
Questron Corporation ·
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. free of
Suite 204
charge. Thee is also free table
2012
Grove
Avenu·e
- : ..._
~............
~-~·-·--·
· space.available for interested ar~
I
.
Richmond, VA 23220
artists, craftworkers and hobSponsored by
byists.
.
I
· For table reservations, call 235I
EWU College Republicans and ASEWU

l1l1

.

I~

_,

WlliH

:JAY J.111 SON

. FROM

'.¢$.y-~

~Questron

GJl:tf:'11:,.8

·Thursday, Feb. 9,

8:00 p.m.

Arts·.·a nd crafts
show Cheney :

in

!Showalter

\Auditorium

!Admission
1 Advance/
Door
:lirnited Seating

ilst Place -$100/ 2nd Place-$50

.

6847.
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Opinion
AS system change
is cle&rly ne.e tled
By Robert Slier
Associate Editor

Letters
FitzSimmons ignored gay facts
To the editor:

I have run across a number of
heterosexuals at Eastern who
could easily redefine their sexuality as the 'marked inability to
perceive opHons, for themselves
. and others.' These people often
say things like: " ... in the Bible .
. .," or "He says . . .," or
'' America done real good in
Grenada.'' Anything that conflicts with what God, Dad, or
President Reagan tells them - and
worst of all, appears to be gaining
ground (even if it is only far away
in the Big City), must be hated
and destroyed.
Your editor's lack of research
for this article about Gay Blue
Jeans· Day (re: "Wanted: One
Rich Mouse (OK if Gay), Feb. 2,
1984) is an excellent example of
one of the consequences of this
phenomenon. It is apparent that
he would prefer to ignore the fact
that there are probably
somewhere in the range of 800 to
900 gay and lesbian people on
campus. Mr. FitzSimmons was
willing to make use of the shock

value that the word 'gay' still has
in some communities when he
mentioned Gay Blue Jeans Day in
his article, but he didn't want to
explore the subject too deeply,
i.e., make a quick phone call to
garner some facts, before he
wrote his article. The result was
an excellent comedy but it was
decidely lacking in terms of professionalism.
Gay Blue · Jeans Day was a
political tactic, familiar to
students who have attended
universities in some parts of
California. It had a coercive
aspect, requiring most people to
make a response - even if it was
only the decision to make no
response.
generally
• Individuals,
heterosexual, who are comfortable with their sexuality and the
issue of homosexuality, felt good
about Gay Blue Jeans Day and
wore their jeans in support of
their gay friends. Many of the gay
and lesbian people on campus, including myself, had to wrestle,
once again, with the emotions
that we have to face every day

that we associate with the sexually
uneducated. We felt frustrated,
fearful angry, shy. The last
signi.(icant response that I noted
was from the sexually
uneducated, typically heterosexual, under 25 and insecure in their
own sexuality. These folks were
the ones who had to run home
and change their pants after
reading the Focus that Friday.
They fell the coercive effects of
this political action the most intensely because they had
something to lose; their sexual
identity. The whole point is that
they had to wrestle with frustration, .fear, anger and embarrassment - they had to stand in our
shoes for awhile.
If Mr. Fitzsimmons had called
the information number. in the
Focus, I would have explained
these aspects of Gay Blue Jeans
Day to him and then .perhaps he
would have written a more
responsible piece of journalism.

Diane McGee
Coordinator, Lesbian and
Gay Students' Organization

Grinnel provided a mole's-eye view
To the editor:

Our sincere congratulations to
you, sir, on your shrewd decision
to publish K.M. Grinnel's letter
simultaneously with, and in support of, Wayne )ohnson's letter.

--..---~

~---- ~ -

·~

.

•.

We are sure that Grinnel was one point is supported with
of the first ones to wear pants, psychology 100 textbook citaand we are concerned with tions, and no references. Our
women's current image of men.
view of the situation is corresponGrinncl provides us with a dingly subterranean and myopic,
mole's-eye view of the problem, but we believe we hav~ a
and Orinncl's modernistic view. ..continued on next paae

.

.

The failure of the AS Council to fund Willow Springs,
Eastern's literary magazine, brings to mind an issue that should
have been published last October -- a call by President
Frederickson for Associated Students to make its council more
representative of all students.
At the AS leadership retreat last October, Frederickson urged
student leaders to consider changing their system of representation, especially to get more participation from Spokane Students
at the Higher Ecucation Center, where student voting is traditionally low.
Ideas ranged from one or two council positions reserved
specifically for Spokane area students, to a'full fledged representative system, with council members specifically elected out of
dorms, academic departments and schools, and even fraternities.
Discussion ran hot and heavy on that idea, with most student
leaders contesting Frederickson's ideas, and the president usually replying "you're welcome to your views."
Through the thick cloud of rhetoric that arose at that meeting,
the AS Council did mov·e to become more representative. Council members have started keeping office hours at the HEC, and
the council is heavily advertising the upcoming elections to try to
attract prospective council members.
But those changes are just not enough. Willow Springs shows
that.
Current council members don't have enough time to gather all
the facts. Busy perhaps with PUB expansion, they gathered
enough information to justify their side of the issue.
But when Willow Springs editor Bill O'Daly tried .to answer
some of the council• s concerns at their meeting, debate on the
matter was cut short to 10 minutes.
A broad perspective of viewpoint in student government does
not appear to exist at this time. The issue of whether support for
liberal arts education should be part of the decision was raised in
an editorial here last September. But one council member said
that idea was never taken into consideration.
Student government, at all levels, pushes the idea that leaders
have a mandate from the students, enabling the council to represent their actions as always in the best interest of the students.
That mandate exists, student leaders say, because they are
elected by fell ow students every quarter.
The supposed mandate has been used this year to justify the
council's stand on PUB expansion based on students voting a
surcharge on themselves to fund the expansion, and a survey
done that established the proposed theater as a higher priority
than the proposed bookstore.
It is also evident in the council's decision to disregard the petition asking that Willow Springs funding be restored. The
students who voted the council in, the argument goes, gave them
. a mandate which overshadows the views of the 500 who signed
the petition that might be tainted because some students signed
in class.
But to call the views of 500 students a mandate is ludicrous,
especially since most' voters were from the EWU-Cheney area.
Two aroups - commuters and Spokane students - do n~t participate. Are they apathe~ic and .d on't care enouah to get involved, or do they feel left out by the current system, alienated by the
narrow perspectives used in getting subsidies, their concerns not
taken into consideration very seriously, as evident by the peti- ·
tion refusal?
The major, controversies involvina Associated Students this
year - the M.J. Welte case, the Cheney Day Care issue, Willow
Sprinas - all seemed to arise because the council didn't do all its
homework, or arew reticent to correct situations that drew considerable criticism or calls for change.
Are students not willina to become involved because they are
afraid tQ join or: vote for a system that calls for couJtcil members
· to spread Utemselves thin and vote on issues in which the proper
information is not always fully available?
The answer is yes to both questions, and the solution is to
chanae .student representation so that there will be more of a
chance that all students are properly represented. No auarantee
exists with the current system. More students need to be brought
into the governina process.
·
· Any chanae will probably ~use the amount of power
available to students to be reduced for a time. And that's sure to
set student leaders on edae, especially following the struule
that's aone on over PUB expansion.
·
But if the choice is between letting people who for whatever
reason aren't really representing me wield enormous power, or
ensuring representatives who will give voice to the philosophies
and concerns of all students, I opt for a voice.

"
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Tawanka's past those 'Ptomaine .Terrace~ days
Start talking Tawanka, at least within a group of
residence hall students, and you're bound to hear at least
one complaint about carbos and starch. To hear some
students tell it, the food here is only one step above the
bread and water rations of a death row inmate.
But a look back through the pages of the Easterner since
Tawanka Commons opened for business 20 years ago,
showed few complaints about the food. The evidence suggests that those who claim they're being forced to eat slop
are telling tall tales.
And with current programs dining services offers, it's
likely the level of food service will remain high.
Not that there haven't been complaints. Fall 1979 offered Eastern the concrete chili dog crisis, when an
editorial in the paper sugaested that food service had
declined to where Tawanka was being call 'Ptomaine 'Terrace" by its clientele. No tomatoes or cro'1tons were
available at the salad bars, and conditions were so bad the
AS president left a Tawanka chili .. dog on President
Frederickson's desk, a bit of cuisine that appeared to be
"encased in chili-powdered concrete," the article stated.
"I do remember it didn't look very good," the president
said yesterday.
A week later an irate Tawanka food server replied with a
letter. Tomatoes had never been offered at the salad bar
before, and as for the croutons, "thanks for the rude
reminder," he wrote.
The food server also questioned the journalistic integrity
of the article. "President Frederickson didn't see your
complimentary chili dog until four hours after you left it
sitting on his desk... a responsible reporter would have
recorded the time lapse," he wrote.
The controversy swirled slowly to a stop, however, after
the editor lost his job halfway through the quarter.
Most of the complaints, surprisingly, dealt with matters
other than food. A few months before the building opened, The Easterner ran an article headlined ''Hide that
crack, Surbeck" and took note of 142 problems that had to
be fixed before food could be served, including a big crack
in the main floor.
Within a year Tawanka workers were agitating for a
strike. Two workers had been filed for insubordinaton
-- they had refused to scr~b floors for the going rate of $1
an hour. The crisis calmed when the Board of Trustees
boosted wages to $1.25.
Perhaps the biggest trouble at Tawanka, though, happened during the 1966 and 67 school years, when the administration refused to let students use one of the dining
rooms for dances. Edwin Mulhuish, cited cleanup, wear
on furniture, and possible food contamination from stir-

All those
years ago
By Robert Slier
red up dust.
The Easterner, reporting the situation in April, 1966,
said student leaders had appeared to meet all the administrations concerns, and published the following cartoon:

SOMerH1NGs Fi5H'(=

Then-AS President Ed Chandler had made a campaign
promise to get the use of Tawanka for dances, and the
issue bubbled behind the scenes until January, 1977, when

a Spokane County Health inspector walked through the
building with Chandler.
The inspector said that perspiration and body odor
would trap bacteria and allow it to drift more easily
throuih the air, and said no dances could be held in the
building unless an air-tight buffer was set up between the
dining room and the kitchen.
That brought cries of protest from AS representatives
Jerry Anderson and Jerry Shackette, according to the
paper. Anderson said it appeared that the inspector and
Melhuish had discussed the matter beforehand. Shackette
said the whole thing smelled "fishy," and declared the
students were ''taking it in the ear.''
The next week the paper joined the fray with an antiadministration editorial and a letter to the editor signed by
student Terry K. Maurer (now director of news services,)
signed "Yours in epicurean disgust:"

"If my memory serves me correctly, and I see no reason
why it shouldn't, having spent two years subsisting solely
on 'Twinkie Trash,• it would seem that a little bacteria in
some moisture laden air couldn't possibly make any difference in the palatability of the food served in that
place."
But the situation looked grim for the students until the
health inspector's boss, Dr. 0.0. Ploedger, read the
paper's accounts of the story. He quickly stated that the
inspector had no authority to make a final judgement, and
said any bacterial problem would be minimal. After a
year-long struggle, Eastern students won the right to tango
in Tawanka.
The present manager of Tawanka, Hope Hale, says that
students still complain about food, but do have a foNm to
EXPRESS their views -- the student advisory council. The
group meets every other week, and according to Hale does
more than just air gripes. Students are involved IN menu
selection and .product testing, and in thinking up ideas to
fight food waste to bring costs down.
About the biggest controversy last year, in fact, came
from a student idea, to fight waste. Trash bags full of
thrown away food were placed where they could be seen by
the students. "That one came down like a ton of lead on
me,'' Hale said.
But with food waste running about 10 to 12 percent, new
ways to fight waste are continually looked at she said.
Other programs help break up the monotony of
cafeteria-style food, she said. Dining services and residential life continue to sponsor TNTs, or Tuesday Nights in
Tawanka -- dinners with special menus and entertainment.
Next Tuesday's event is a special Valentine's Day dinner
dance, Hale said.

More letters
. ... continued from page.4
perspective which is more up to
date.
As evidenct> of our
credibility we cite ·o ut r support
of helicentrism.
We feel that men are like country clubs that some women may
be allowed to join. The various
clubs accept women from equal
strata. If a woman can find her
stratigraphical position, she may

.

be allowed to maintain membership. But problems are sure to
arise, .and from them it became
apparent that many women
subscribe to one of the basic doctrines of Marx.
"I will join no country club
that would have me as a
member,'' Groucho was known
to say.
IJsa Stafford

James E. Garman

Inaccuracies clarified
To the editor:
end of winter quarter.
While the article on the single- 2. The concept for a network
parent family network (The came from discussion with other
Easterner Jan. 26) was ap- single parents. I conducted a
preciated, there were several inac- · needs assessment for single
curacies that need to be rectified parents in the community of
Cheney d~ring the fall quarter of
or clarified, to wit:
1. I am a senior, not a gradµate this academic year through the
sutdent, in the School of Social Women's Center.
Work and Human Service and 3. Bureau of Census, U.S.
will graduate with my BA at the i>epartment of Commerce
statistics show that 16.560/o in
Spokane, 21.18'10 in Cheney,
16.230Jo in Washington state, and
21.170/o
nationally of the total
salaries. To me the Willow Sprfamilies were single-parent
ings s~ff is not just another
families with minor children.
"club" looking to get a few bucks
4.
There are a surprising number
bec~use Willow Springs magazine
of
single-parent fathers in
is an emblem of our commitment
Cheney, 46 men. HOWEVER,
to excellence and learning. I will
there are 234 single-parent
· admit that I have a special interest
mothers in Cheney. Typically, 80in this matter, but it is not
850Jo
of single parents are
because I have earned my
WOMEN.
bachelor's degree in philosophy
S. Statistics PROJECT that one
and because I anticipate getting
out
of every two chiJdren born tomy master's degree in English this
day
will be a me~ber of a singlespring; it is simply because I will
have earned both degrees here at
Eastern. I would like to see stand
at least one emblem, willingly
chosen by the students To all EWU students:
themselves, to represent our comI am addressing this letter to all
mitment to higher education, and
students
of EWU, but especially
on a narrowing horizon, Willow
Springs magazine is the only thing to those students involved in
I see that deservts our financial liberal arts and humanities activities, regardless of their masupport.
jors.
As many of you know, the
There is yet one avenue open to
those of us wishing to make our AS Council rejected an appeal on
feelings known and to exercise behalf of the campus literary
our right to determine how well magazine, Willow Spr.ings, to
our money is spent, and that is reinstate its funding cut last sprfirst, through our support with ing. The magazine has received
our signatures on yet another half of its production budget
petition if those actively engaged from the AS every year since
1977, the year it was founded.
in this free enterprise still have the
The magazine staff, composed
energy to circulate it; and second,
with our votes in support of of Eastern students and one facuiWillow Springs if the issue should ty editor, has worked very hard
throughout' the last seven years to
make the ballot. If not, perhaps
you ouabt still to vote-for better create a product that the whole
EWU community can be proud
representation.
of.
The p ~ , - of die staff
De1,raKu1-Daa

Students should support Willow Sp.rings
council would surely have asked
Last spring I was present at a why, then, Willow Springs was
meeting · between the staff still in need of financial backing
members of Willow Springs from the AS. So when I read
magazine and a forpier council Robert Si1er's article "Council remember whose name I believe to jects Willow Springs funding rebe Vin Cannon. At this time I quest," my first impulse was to
realized that further attempts on ignore the whole business not
the part of the staff members of because it would go away, but
Willow Springs to get continued because I shall be leaving this infinancial support · from the stitution in a few months. But
Associated Students would pro- that was, as I have said, my first
bably be doomed to fail because impulse.
what is at stake is not a literary
It would be foolish for me to
magazine, but a system of values- try to come up with .tangible
-and it is the present council that · evidence· in defense of the Willow .
is empowered to determine the Springs because I do not believe it
way in which students' interests can be done. It would be an easy
are best served. To the present sport for me to show how Mr.
council members (perhaps with Nichols, among other coun~il
.the exception of Alisa Ford, members, has used an ad
thank God), "tangible proor' hominem argument which ought
that Willow Springs is a worthy logically to end with a request for
investment amounts to little more Mr. O'Daly's resignation, at
than a healthy profit margin, worst. An'd I could explain how
though head count might figure Mr. Nichols equivocates on the
in. (It is curious to note, in this term "promote," making it difregard, the council's recent deci- ficult for the Willow Springs staff
sion to terminate its contract with to justify its actions. But I would
the Cheney Day Care Center; rather point out that I came to
another "unprofitable" invest- Eastern Washington University
ment of AS funds.) It appears .to because I thougllt it was first and
me, incidentally, that the Willow foremost an institution of higher
Springs staff was, from the start, education where excellence in
presented with a situation for learning is valued in and for itself,
which neither alternative was not a alorifaed vocational school
viable: either they should have where my 1110M!f caD be. flaarantprovided .. tanaible proof'' or if ly used to pay for mere entertainthey could halve .done so. the mentt sports, and Philistines'

To the editor:

a

parent household before reaching
the age of 18.
6. The network is for al! persons
in the community, regardless of
their occupation (student, in labor
force, homemaker) and sex
because of the commonality of
needs of single-custodial parents.
7. One of the goals of the network
is to have the socioeconomic
needs of single parents recognized
by the community so that services
can be made available. Networking allows for an infinite number
of . participants and interaction
with high community visibility.
8. Anyone with questions, or who
would like to join the network,
may call the Women's Center,
359-2847.
The general content and approach of the article was good.
The dissemination of information
is appreciated--several students
have called in response.

Janna Eyentough

In c;iefense o.f Willow Springs

•

has been to make Willow Springs
a journal useful to both the campus and the region in which it
resides. Indeed, the staff has accomplished this, and has gained
national attention for Eastern as
well.
Because of its policy of accepting submissions from everywhere
and considering them for publication without .regard to their
authors' reputations and affiliations, the staff has managed to
make available to the campus
some of the best contemporary
American writing being done. We
also have published a significant
amount of work in translation, in
an effort to bridle the language

gap .between foreian writers and
the American audience. We have
. ..co■tln■ed on Hxt pap

.. .
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More letters
Generalizations shock student
... continued from page S

in their own lives. They do not
value the proliferation of
literature throughout their own
culture. This council does not
mind sponsoring movies and
athletic events which are of equal
interest to students and the
public. But not a literary
magazine? Every council since
1977 has seen the value of this
magazine to themselves, to the
Eastern community, and to the
society in which they live, except
this one. Part of the explanation
might be that there is very little
representation for liberal arts and
humanities students on this council. But this cannot be the total exDlanation.

enjoyed the opportunity to
publish Eastern students and
faculty, local writers, Northwest
writers, writers from the country
a t large, and international
writers, sometimes all in the same
iss ue . We have published
underground poetry (Samizdat)
sumggled out of the Soviet Union
and translations of the Tang
Dynasty (618-907 AD) poet Han
Shan .
This year's student council
voted 8-1 to reject the magazine's
funding request. The bottom line
o f their concern seems to rest on
the conclusion that the magazine
offers too few tangible benefits
to "the average student" to warrant spending $3,460 per year to
keep it alive. Why? The council
does not feel that the magazine
publishes a sufficient number of
Eastern students per issue. In
other words, they object because
the magazine publishes student
wqik only when it meets the basic
editorial standards for excellence,
not just because the person is a
s tudent. The staff relishes
publishing student work when it
does meet these criteria. (Issue
#12 contains four Eastern
students.) And the staff has never
chosen an outside submission
over a student submission when
the quality of the two seemed
equal. When the student work is
not yet publishable, staff
members routinely sit down with
these fellow students to critique
the work with them.

The students who submit to the
magazine are representative of a
wide selection of majors. The notion that only English majors
become writers is absurd. We
have received submissions from
majors ranging from philosophy
to business. The ages of students
submitting their work have ranged from 17 to 63. The point I am
making is that students of all majors and ages who value Eastern
as a place for the pursuit of high
quality cultural activities as well
as entertainment and athletics
must become more involved in the
election process. These students
must be sure that their representatives share the goal of creating a
well rounded campus. I encouage
these students to ask hard questions of the candidates for council
positions to provide themselves
with the information they need to
place their votes.

Staff positions are open to any
interested, hardworking Eastern
student who wishes to become
familiar with the editing trade,
and the magazine accepts submissions from any student who
wishes to send his/her work. But I
cannot remember an Eastern student ever coming to me or a staff
member with his/~er. work who
wanted to be published simply
because he/she paid tuition. Student writers seem to be serious
about their efforts to improve
their writing, and they value constructive criticism more than
gratuitous publication. The coun..:
cil does not believe this.

As students we go to universities to get broad educations, to
acquaint ourselves with different
disciplines and sources of information, to meet people, exchange
ideas and enjoy ourselves. Willow
Springs has striven to help accomplish this goal at Eastern in
the best way we know how. We
are a magazine with integrity and
are recognized as such by other
universities and colleges who have
used Willow Springs as a textbook in classes and have sold it
in their bookstores. The council's
interests are self-serving in the
most narrow way - they seem to
object to the public and other
schools benefiting as well from a
magazine that the council helps to
fund. Their message to us: lower
your s1andards so only we will
have an interest in what we fund.
Certainly, this would be the outcome if the magazine was to
become an in-house publication.
We would lose outside respect for
the magazine and the positive attention it has directed toward
EWU. After so much hard work
and tlle years of building the
magazine's reputation, this would
seem foolish.

This year's council members
were elected by four fewer
students (514) than signed the
first round of petitions (520) this
fall to reinstate the _m agazine's
funding. They ignored the petitions completely because some of
them were passed around in
English classes. Council member
Bob Nichols felt that students
might have felt pressure to sign in
class, so he discounted every one
of the signatures. This conjures
images of professors using the
threat of low grades on cowering
Eastern students to get them to
sign the_se petitions. Nichols
seems to have a low opinion of
both professors and students.
And I should mention that only
nine
percent
of
the
signatures
were
English
majors.
I think the primary reason the
council -failed to see tangible
benefits to students coming from
Willow Springs is that most of
them do not value good literature

If you are a student who cares
to see Willow Springs continue to
pubHsh, please sign the petitions
to place the funding initiative on
this month's ballot. The petitions
must be signed by Feb. 14. Then I
encourage you to vo,te in the
general election in favor of
Wilfo~w Springs funding and the
candidates who best represent
your interests.
·
Bill O'Daly

The Easterner encourages respon.sible opinions and the
discussion of issues, both on and off campus, In the form of
letters to the editor.
Letters should be double-spaced and typewritten, with
name and phone number of the writer included. · Letters
without names and phone numbers will not be printed.
The Easterner reserves the right to edit all letters but only
for brevity. Bring letters to The Easterner office at ~oom 119
in the PUB or mail them to The Easterner, PUB 119 EWU
Cheney, Washington, 99004.
·
'
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To the editor:

I read the article in the
Easterner on Feb. 1, 1984. I am
grateful that there was concern
for foreign students, and I was
hoping to see gains in integration
of foreign students and their
American counterparts. After
reading the article, however, I
was shocked that Mr. Salam Noor
generalized that Saudi Arabian
students are all rich, particularly
when he stated "it is very sad to
generalize people .. . ''
In addition, he accused EWU
when he state~ "the quality of
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of LS.A., I would like to see him
work for closer . cooperation
between all students and not to
discriminate against any group of
students or to foster basic
misconceptions which might keep
people apart.
Last but not least, we are all
students learning our professions
here in the U.S. I hope you will
learn to be more respectful and
more artful in dealing with the
sensitivities of others in the
future .
Saleh Al-Moneef
President, International Student
Union Gonzaga University

AS Activities attack was groundless
To the editor:

The misinformation presented
in your editorial concerning the
activities
offered
by
the
Associated Students necessitates a
response. Your complaint that
only entertainment is offered, ignoring a significant percentage of
students wishing more educational programs, is groundless.
Specifically, you mention a lack
of distinguished speakers. This
past fall, the AS pressented Hugh
Kaufman, Director of the EPA
Hazardous Waste Disposal, and
Philip Wheaton, a Central
American political analyst. This
week, the AS will present these
noted authors and international
experts on nuclear issues: Dr. Ar-

thur Cox, Norman Solomon and
Paul Loeb .
This spring, Anita Gates, a nationally recognized authority on
career planning and Norman
Durkee, a pioneer in psychoacoustic research, are being
brought to EWU. Additionally,
the AS is co-funding Clare Booth
Luce as this year's commencement speaker. Musically, the
Tubes were a small part of a well
balanced musical series. Next
Tuesday, the AS is presenting internationlly acclaimed jazz musician, David Friesen. The noontime and before-class music series
includes chamber, classical, folk,
jazz and country music. Additionally, discount tickets are be-

ing offered for the Spokane Symphony Orchestra, Folklore Society and the American Festival
Ballet.
This is only a brief description
of the many educational programs sponsored by the AS. Unfortunately, there has been a
noticeable' void in the Easterner's
coverage to the extent that the AS
has found it necessary to publish
their own activity guides, The
Spokane and Cheney Extras. Until The Easterner begins more
responsible coverage of educational, recreational and entertainment events offered by the AS, I
suggest you pick up a copy of the
Extra and get all the news.
Chris Gaston

Johnson's argument was simplistic
To the editor:

Wayne L. Johnson is certainly
correct to have pointed to
"broken homes, spouse and child
abuse, and sex crimes" as serious
problems facing the United States
His designation of
today.
"women who wear the pants" as
the source of the problems is

Lecture set on
MBA prospects
Four years of college is not a
key that unlocks all doors in the
real world.
Some graduates with degrees in
business are finding out this harsh
reality as their employers in the
field are sending them back to
school to go through Master's of
Business Administration programs.

"An undergrate degree in the
field (of business) is kind of like a
preliminary.'' said MBA Association vice-president Chris
McManus.. "If you don't have a
master's," she says, "it's like
starting on the ground floor."
Omar Lofgren, director of the
economic development council, in
the Spokane area, will speak on ·
business climate and MBA propsects for 1984 Monday, at 5 pm
in room 13 of the basement of the

ludicrous but by no means uncommon.
It is important therefore to
challenge this scapegoating of
"uppity women" by asking
precisely what is this alle&ed connection between spouiSe abusers,
perpetrators of sex crimes, and
militant feminists? Are feminists
demands of respect and decent
pay such a challenge to male
authority that they trigger
(biologically? psychologically?)
violent responses in men?
However
interpreted,
Mr.
Johnson's simplistic argument
denigrates both men and women.

However, there may be a kernal
of truth hidden within Mr.
Johnson's biblically justified
mysogyny. Perhaps there is some
connection between spouse abuse

and feelings of powerlessness and
economic insecurity.
Then
feminist criticisms of a hierarchical, discriminatory, and
deteriorating economic system are
misinterpreted as the force causigg deterioration.
Blaming a
woman for taking a "man's job"
disguises the real problem, which
is not enough decent jobs for
those who need and want them.
"Militant feminists" become the
verbal scapegoats, and real
women and children suffer..
Mr. Johnson's arguments are
reminiscent of those in the past
that opportunistically used the Bible to argue in favor _of slavery
and against giving women the
vote. Though he raises important
questions his analysis is woefully
inadequate.
Lisa Brown
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education is really poor in
EWU .'' He says despite this that
he doesn ' t mind paying twice as
much, yet he said he is not rich in
his pocket. Well, I would like to
let everyone know that all Saudis
are not rich "in their pockets." I
for one an a Saudi student who is
struggling to pay my tuition and
fees. Mr. Noor should not
generalize about people in that
sense. Also, I am proud that there
are many Saudi students who are
rich in their hearts and in their
minds.
Since Noor assumed the duties
and responsibilities of President
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bind on non-MWBE-certified
enterprises.
"I feel that it is a slap in the
face to people who have been trying for years to develop a competitive business: I think that a
carpet has been pulled out from
beneath legitimate businesses for
ones that are basically fronts,"
said Treffry.
A letter dated Dec. 8, 19~3,
from Ren Taylor and Mike Padden, state representatives from
Spokane, to Northwest Electronics stated that already a
number of anticipated problems
have emerged from the new law.
"Many of us in the Legislature
are concerned that the rules contain absolute quota requirements
without regard to the cost of
goods and services," the letter
said.
In response, Treffry wrote, "It
offends and insults us that all of a
sudden we are forced to subcontract for, oftentimes, unnecessary services to even be considered 'responsive' in the bid.
process."
According to Cunningham,
several previous vendors are
disgruntled with the new law and
its effect on bid processes.
"Some vendors just aren't bidding anymore. We're going to
lose some good bidders,'' she
said.
Goals May Not Be Met
Cunningham contends that
District 17 probably won't meet
the state's goals of 9.1 percent
and 3 percent of all awards going
to MWBE firms, despite doing

Filing
closes
Candidates
for
this
quarter's AS elections should
file for the positions of tlieir
choice by S pm today, says
Peter Perkins, director of elections.
Applications· are being accepted for council positions 3,
4, S, and 6 and for the positions of president-, executive
and finance vice presidents,
Perkins said.
The primary election will be
held next Thursday, Feb. 16,
with the general election the
following Thursday, Feb. 23.
· Five one-hour public forums
are scheduled to 'take place
before the primary, and one
will be held ·Tuesday, Feb. 21
in the PUB multi-purpose
room at noon.
Candidates for office will
meet in the PUB council
chambers tomorrow at 1 pm
for a short infonnation, interview and photo session,

everything possible to meet them .
after intial low bids were rejected
"I don't know what will happen
in favor of higher contracts from
(if they don't)," she added.
minority or women-owned firms.
Pat Klicker, an assistant to the
In this particular case. the sucpurchasing agent at Eastern
cessful
bidder turned around and
Washington University, says that
sublet the contract back to the low
meeting the minority percentage
bidder so the state essentially paid
goal will be difficult because·
the extra money simply for the
minority businesses are hard to
minority or woman ownership
find. But, "for women-owned,
connection.
it's no sweat," she said.
At District 17, adhering to the
According to Klicker, bid
awards to MWBE firms by the new law has only cost the schools
university were low in the month $443 extra since Sept. 1, 1983.
of January. This, she said, did Cunningham said. The added exnot necessarily denote a continu- pense stemmed from a single coning trend of a failure to meet the tract awarded to a MWBEcertified firm for $1')83.77.
goals.
That award, which came in
Inflated Costs Cited
December, was the only contract
Opponents of the law say that
awarded
to a MWBE-certified
by allowing MWBE firms to obfirm.
The
total contract awards
tain contracts at a higher rate
17 in December was
for
District
than firms not· certified by the
agency will drive prices up and about $64.000. Cunningham said
subsequently inflate the cost of the remaining contracts were
awarded to non-MWBE firms for
the state doing business.
In a copyrighted story by the at least one of the following •
Gannet News Servke, the state reasons:
Department of Transportation is • $31,000 of the bids: No
reported to have spent $4-241 MWBE firms sold the product
more for ferryboat starter motors needed.

SALES
SERVICE
RENTALS

• $26,000 of the bids: No
MWBE firms reSponded to the
bid request.
• $2000 of the bids: MWBE firm
bids were over the S percent or
SOOO limit requirement.
• $28,000 of the bids: Fell into
the exemptions category allowed
for sole source and emergency
purchases.
Carolyn Patton. director of the
MWBE office, has said that she
wanted to dispel the notion that it
will always cost taxpayers more to
do business with businesses owned by minorites or women.

Local purchasing agents seem
to agree that time will cure some
of the problems the new law has
created. Eastern's Klicker contends that the process will begin
improving in the spring. "I have
every hope that by June 30, we
will be on that road,., she said.
"I hope it will be smoother,"
said District 17's Cunningham.
"I just feel that people from the
agency should come in and see th.e
problems we are up against."
Cunningham, Treffry, and
Klicker, in separate interviews
agreed that the law's intent was
honorable.
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Cheney
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Cheney, WA
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MAKE $12.200 FOR COl1EGE WHILE YOU'RE
G01MG TO COi lEGE•.
Want a part-time job tha~ doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus

life? Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple
of summers during college, and they'll give you over $12,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units.
Another $6,000 for four years of monthly weekends and two-week summer stin~. Plus over $2,200 that you'll earn during two summer training periods. All while you're getting the most out of college. And doing
the most you can part-time for your country.
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you're
17 or older and a junior or senior in high school, join us now! There's
no better part-time job in.town.
Interested? For more information, call.

Perkinswd.
Polls will be open from 7:30
am to 7 pm both election days

in Taw1t11ka, the PUB and the
Higher Education Center. For
the general election, polls will
also be open from 7:30 am to 1
pm in Kingston Hall and the
fine arts complex as an experiment to see if more voters turnout, Perkins said.
Dates and times for the
public forums are as follows:
Monday, Feb. 13
JFK Library auditorium - 7
pmto8pm
Streeter-Morrison MPR - 8:30
pm .to 9:30 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 14
Pearce Hall formal lounge - 7
pmto8pm
Wednesday. Feb. IS
Dressler Hall formal lounge - 7
pmto8pm
Dry~en Hall formal lounge 8:30 pm to 9:30 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 21
PUB multi-purpose room noon to I pm

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your·name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S,M,L or.
women's French cut S,M,L) along
with $7.50, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr.·

Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

ARMY RESERVE.
Bl~A11 ~01 CAM BE.

I -

•.

Sergeant ,First Class Buchanan
C)

1118.l. 1WO FINGERS TEOUILA - 80 PROOF. IMPORTED & BOTTLED BY HIRAM WALKER INC . BURLINGAME, CALIF.
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Sports
Hot-shootin' Eagles on conference roll
CompllNI rrom staff ac-c-ounu

Second-half action in the
Mountain West Athletic Conference begins Friday.
Eastern's women's basketball,
after playing five of their first
seven Mountain WAC games on
the road, will host two conference
games Friday and Saturday at
7:30 p .m. in Reese Court.

Eastern pushed its MW AC
record to 6-1 last week with victories over Boise State in Boise
87-55 and Portland State in
Portland 74-60. Eastern's road
record in conference games is 5-0.
EWU fell to the University of
Washington Monday in Seattle,
77-68, despite a career-high 24

points from Lisa Comstock.
The Eagles made just six trips
to the free-throw line to the
Huskies' 27. "We did a good
enough job to win, but they got a
few more foul attempts," mused
Bill Smithpeters, women's coach.
"The difference between the two
teams, I think, is the home

court."
Fay Szarych gained MW AC
Player of the Week honors for the
second time this season. The Vernon, British Columbia native
scored 22 points in both conference games last week. In the
process she took over third place
iri scoring in EWU women's

basketball history.
Zwarych now has 1,091 points.
In Eastern's first match with
Idaho State - The Eagles opponent Friday night - EWU won 9075.
Led by Zwarych's 23 points,

Continued on page 9

Rugby slated
Many years ago the vacant
grassland between John F.
Kennedy Library and Cadet
Hall was the official gridiron
for Eastern football.
If EWU student Doug
Gresham has his way., the onetime football field will relive
the days of actio1;1.
Gresham is earnestly attempting to form an EWU
Rugby Club, but he needs the
help of a few good students to
aide his cause.
Beginning next Tuesday the
rugby enthusiasts will start
practicing for spring-quarter
action. The team will be coached by chemistry professor Jeff
Corkill, a former University of
Washington rugby coach.
Gresham helped organize a
rugby team last year. It was
the first rugby team organized
in school history, he said.
Approximately 20 consistent
participants are needed to field
a team . Fifteen play at a time.
"It won't be a Mickey
Mouse affair,'' Gresham said.
If you're one who loves
physical agony, but is seeking
an outlet for physical conditining and competition, then
rugby's the activity for you.
Gresham said practice will
take place on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons.
For more information contact Gresham ~t 747-9275 or
Dave ~ ~ tj~ht ?35-4421'. ·

s
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Merging universities. Bah
humbug.
Even more ridiculous is
the thought of merging
athletic programs.
Imagine Washington
State University in Pullman
sharing its long established
identity - as the university
of the Palouse county - with
a hyphen. WSU-Pullman,
WSU-Cheney or WSUSpokane.
If you listen closely you
can hear Benjamin P.
Cheney, founder and president of Benjamin P.
Cheney Academy, the infant school of present-day
Eastern
Washington
University, screaming at the
thought of Eastern as
EWU-Cheney,
EWUSpokane or EWU-Pullman.
Or if such a merger occurred would both schools
be
referred
to
as
WSU/EWU in Pullman,
WSU/EWU in Spokane.
To make matters even
more confusing, how about
WSEWU or EWSU.
Or, if you're like me,
who cares'?
While our state legislative
leaders toss around the idea
of organizing a 14-person
study group to discuss the
pros and cons of a merger'
it will cost taxpayers
$87,000.

..

Pllolo by sn:vt:SMITH

Eastern's Mike Hill (right) applies body hold his Mt. Hood Community College heavyweight opponent in a match last Friday in Reese
Court. Hill won, 8-3, but EWU lost, 27-21.

What will we see from the
study group's doodles?
Probably a 25-page report
that could replace biology
textbooks as the new-wave
cure for insomnia.
If such a merger was
deemed necessary in any
way, shape or form, would
that affect the athletic programs at both schools'? Or
three schools, excuse me
Spokane.
Would there be one
athletic program for all
·three schools? Would there
be a full-scale athletic program at eacn school'? Or
would men's and women's
sports from one program be
distributed among three
schools - i.e. the U in
Pullman would field football; U in Cheney courts
men's and women's basketball; and, the U in Spokane

would host baseball.
And who - oops - whom
would coach the teams? Or
would there be co-coaches?
If a merger of facuity would
take place so would the
coaches, right?
The capping laugh of all
this drivel is the coaching
pairs. Jerry Krause and Len
Stevens co-coaches of
basketball. Jim Wasem and
Chuck .. Bobo" Brayton comentors of baseball. Dick
Zornes and Jim Walden codirectors of football.
Which brings us to the all
important business of a
school nickname if the
merger went through.
Throw
Eagles
and
Cougars in a hat and you'd
most likely get some scratched and bloodied cats.
Combine the two names
and you have your choice of

Cougle or Eager.
Or dispose of both and
settle on Extinct Species.
If the merger talks
become serious and programs of both institutions
(or all the programs from
academic to athletic of one
particular institution) are
axed, Extinct Species would
take on a symbolic meaning.
Who cares? I care. I'm
proud to be an Eastern
Eagle.
Recruits
From all appearances,
Dick Zornes and his
coaching
staff
have
harvested the best crop of
prep recruits in Eastern
history.
Zornes and staff received
good news Wednesday with
a recruiting victory over the
University of Idaho.

Showing a determination
to bring in more athletes
from the Tri-Cities area,
Eastern signed Jamie
Townsend, a fleet-footed
running back from Pasco
High School. He was heavily recruited· by EWU and
Idaho.
Zornes said the S-foot11, 170-pound back wo.uld
see immediate action- next
fall, with the loss of Jeff
Haack to graduation
creating a large hole in
Eastern's backfield.
Townsend
currently
starts on Pasco's basketball
team which was ranked
fifth in this . week's
Associated Press AAA
rankings. But Pasco will
drop in the poll next w.eek
after suffering an 84-79 setback Tuesday at the hands
of conference foe Richland.
The Bombers are the state's
No. I-ranked prep team
with an unblemished mark
of 17-0.

Quote of the week:
Marv Harshman, UW
basketball coach on his
team's
three-overtime
thriller with UCLA last
Saturday: "It has to be one
of my most satisfying wins
ever . . . the three overtimes, the intensity of both
teams . . . it was just
magnificient."
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Tenn1s team hits court today """

By Gordon Wittenmyer
Sports Staff Writer

Falling in line with other sports
teams at Eastern, the men's and
women's tennis squads will enter
1984 play at the NCAA Division I
level.
And much like our other sports
teams at Eastern, the tennis teams
will face tough competition in
their initial Division I season.
''If you · play really tough
teams," said Sunya Herold,
coach of both the men's and
women's teams, "you may lose
matches, but your team will improve.''
The women, who open the
season tonight against Idaho at
home, are in their second year in

the Mountain West Athletic conference - the conference's second
year of existence. Last year, the
Eagle women were Division II,
the only team in the conference
not Division I except Portland
State who was also Division II.
This year, PSU will be the only
sub-Division I team in the conference.
Leading the ladies into the new
season will be sophomore Marcia
Isenberger. Isenberger held the
No. 1 spot on the team all of last
year as a freshman and was the
only player selected to the
MWAC all-conference team who
did not swing a racket for Idaho
or Idaho State. "She really did
well," said Herold.
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• Lady Ute Classic. llEWU- Nagler ' s Cl assi c . •at Hono lulu.

Eastern stopped Weber State Saturday's conference foe - 80-72.
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Rainbow llah ine Cl ass ic . 'MWAC Game .

Eastern is alone in second place
in the MW AC standings. The
Eagles are 6-1 in conference, 13-5
overall. Montana is atop the standings at 7-0.
Zwarych leads the Eagles with a
15.5 points per game average.
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Eastern
to
host
•
2nd indoor meet FREE

International
Students

a,s,o,a,1■ronu11o11

.

~he . Easter~ Washmgto,n
Umvers1ty mens and womens
track and field teams play host to
the EWU Indoor No. 2 this Sa~urday when almost 200 collegiate
and postcollegiate athletes will
gather in Thorpe Fiel~house.
The meet wall repnse EWU Indoor No. l Jan. 28 when
Washington State University advanced two athletes to the NCAA
Indoor Championships. The
Cougars may not be much in
evidence this weekend, but seven
or more schools will be
represented along with the usual
gathering of graduate athletes,
some of them looking toward
competition in the U.S. Olympic
Trials.
Field events will begin at 10
a.m. Running events will start at
12:30 p.m.
Washington- State's Tore
Gustafsson and Mary Moore
shone at the previous competition
in Thorpe Fieldhouse.
Gymnull to compete
After a two-week layoff, the
Eastern Washington University
gymnastics team will host Seattle
Pacific Friday night when the
Eagles again may,be forced to
compete without their two top
performers, Rozanne Monroe
and Laurie Ostboe.
EWU and Seattle Pacific will
be matched at 7:30 pm in the
EWU gymnastics studio as the
host team tries to improve on its
1-4 record in dual meets. SPU and
EWU will meet again next
weekend in Seattle.
Seattle
Pacific, fourth in the Washington
Invitation last month, is led by
Kathy Kaune and Linda Olsen.
Monroe led Eastern to a
148.65-147 .40 victory over
Spokane Community College
Jan. 20 then suffered a pulled
muscle in her back, causing the
Vancouver sophomore to miss the
EWU-Montana match won the
Lady Griz here Jan. 28. Coaches
Kathy Harrison and Rusty
Wellmen are hopeful that. Monroe

will resume workouts later this
week with an outside chance to
meet Seattle Pacific. Ostboe remains sidelined while recovering
from arthroscopic knee surgery.
Harrison herself is confined to
her home u'nder doctor's orders.
She and her husband, Rick, gymnastic coach at Spokane CC, are
expecting a child later this month.

Wrestling winding down
With the season winding to a
close, Eastern will compete in a
double-dual wrestl'ing match
Saturday in Burnaby, British Columbia.
EWU will complete its regular
season next Wednesday when it
hosts Washington State in Reese
Court.
Coach Mike Hunter has announced who he will take to the
Midwest Division I regional in
. Terre Haute, Ind., Feb. 24-25.
Hunter will take 126-pounder
Todd Koellen, Dave Gonzales
(134), Mike Ogle (177), Oscar
Springsteen ( 190) and Mike Hill
(heavyweight).
Koellen, Gonzales and Ogle are
freshmen. Springsteen and Hill
are juniors.
Last week, EWU saw its dual
match record dip to 3-17 after
narrow losses to Central
Washington and Moµnt Hood
Community College. CWU nipped the Eagles, 29-21, in Reese
Court before Mt. Hood came to
town to pick off a 27-21 victory.
R-ball team rolling
Getting stronger with each match, Eastern's men's racquetball
team rolled to its fourth victory
against no losses, stopping Family
Fitness of Spokane 8-3.
From top to bottom the men's
team has improved, coach Pat
Whitehill reports. Tony Webb,
Larry Rencken and Kevin Hollingsworth played especially well
in the win over Family Fitness, he
said.
Tonight Eastern can clinch a
Greater Spokane Racquetball
League division title with a win
over Eagles Club.

FROM INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT MAGAZINE

Receive
next
6months issues FREE
PLUS a 13.000 Wordrich 695 Page Pocket
Dictionary
FREE
when you order this
Fabulous New Book
"E ncyclopedia
of
Opportunities
for
International Studen ts in the Un ited
States."

WHAT'S IN IT ?
Everything listed
here and more.
Establish excellent
credit in as little as 45
days. Use your new
credit to get loans for
your education or any
other purpose .
Over 2000 sources of
financial assistance
fo r
International
Students . rang i ng
from $100 to as much
as $12 ,000 . Most
awards based on
need alone.

At no t ime has so much been
gathered tog ether for the Practical
Benefit o f the International Stud ent.
And what ' s more the boo k is c heap
compared to the text books you have
to buy for c,ne class al o ne . quarter
after quarter . semeste r after
semester.
Now you must agree t hat students
who have access to in formation do
better and achieve their goals easier
t han students who do not. more
especially when the student is in a
foreign land .
This book is the resu lt of months of

Where you can open
an
internationl
checking
account
and write checks in
U.S. Dolla rs. British
Pound . Swiss francs .
or other currencies.
A non-credit finance
company that loans
small amounts from
$10 up to $1'00 INTEREST FREE.
About 600 bands .
televi .s ion
shows .
stage · and
theatre
concerts . exhibits .
speakers and more
· available free .
How
to
Thousands of
Books each year
How to Get
Trave l.

Get
New
free.
Free

How to Get Information on any
subject in the library:
and use it for your
Term Paper. Thesis or
Reports .

d iligent research and the regular
price is $ 15 b ut i t is Now being o ffered to you at t his re du ced rate unt il
Marc h 30 th . 1984.
Won 't you bu y now and save .
bec ause I k now you will want th is
book someday.
J ust look at the Content And m ind
you the Chapters listed t1ere are only
Half the story.
I guarantee that you will be completely satis fied with this boo k and
tha t it wi ll bring you years of joy . or
return it for a full refund of your
money.

How to improve your
social
l ife .
Free
yourself
from
loneliness .

perfe c t ly
le gal)
met h od
is
surprisingly easy to use
when you know how.

Big U.S. Corporat ions
employing
International Students
for
their overseas
operations includ ing
your home count ry .

PLUS
•FR EE · Gi fts for the
kids
•FREE VITAMINS
•FREE Maga zin e
Subs c r ip tions
• F REE CASSETTE
TAPE ($ 11.95 value)
•FREE Color Posters
•FREE Films
•FREE Travel Guides
• F R EE BOO KS ·
On hu ndreds of
fasci nat ing subjects
•FREE Road Atlas of
the U.S.

Over 200.000 Money
Grants. Sc holarships .
Fellowships
and
other
fi nanc.idl
assistance offered by
U . N . E . S C .O .
f or ·
study in 107 countries
including
United
States .
SPECIAL
BONUS
REPOR T
• " How To Get FREE
Groceries"
Learn
how
one
woman
saves $2.000 every
year - an incredible
50 % off her grocery
bill
with FREE
GROCERIES! This
little known (but

·-ORDER NOW!
SHIPPING ADDRESS

NAME------------------------ADDRESS------------ - - - - - - - - - - CITY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ _ __ _

THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL MARCH 30th. 1984.

" Many gfts are so
heavy it takes $2.00$3 .00 postage to send
them to you . Your
ordy cost - a postcard! "
•FREE Co r respon dence Courses
Th i s
Book
TRANSFORM
LIFE!

Will
your

Why keep sufferi ng ?
Read this book . Sells
for $11 .00 plus $1 .00
shipping . total $12.00
to EDITOR. 1316 S.E.
4th St. . Suite 50 ,
Minneapoli s .
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55414 . Money bac k
guarantee.
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Movies
Cheap thrills and bloody kills in 'The Evil Dead'
By Cassie Andrews
Movie Crilic
"The Evil Dead" has
everything the modern horrorgore movie needs: an abandoned
house in the middle of nowhere, a
graveyard nearby, a haunted
forest, an ominous history, and
of course, frightened teenagers.
Then, obviously, there's the
usual blood and death, with a bit
of dismemberment thrown in for
fun, plenty of false scares and a
few real ones.
"The Evil
Dead"
was
copyrighted in 1982, according to
the end credits, so apparently it
has been sitting on a shelf
somewhere for a couple years
waiting for a time when horrors
were in short supply in the
theatres so that it could make an
entrance. It aims primarily for the
older teenager and gore fan
market, where no doubt it will
have the most impact. Gore fans
will be satisfied with the blood
and milky substances that flow,
and the teens to college-aged will
have plenty of reasons to cling to
their boy or girlfriends.
The story is quite similar to the
other teen-slasher and haunted
house movies. Fi\ e teenagers go
out to spend some time in a house
they know of, having a great time
until one of them discovers a tape

NY art tour
set in March
Students, faculty, and staff are
being offered an Art Tour of New
York City, on March 17-24. College credit is available through
Eastern Washington Unviversity.
A round trip ticket from Spokane
will be $378. The lodging rates are
variable. For further information
. and sign-up call 359-2494
. (Cheney) or 458-6382 (Spokane).

Air bands will
co·m pete tonight

(

An insidious Reagan campaign
trick, or just plain fun? Eastern
students can find out for
themselves tonight if they attend
the third annual airband competition, sponsored by EWU Young
Republicans and ASEWU.
Aspiring air band artists will
gesticulate the night away starting
at 8 p.m. in Showalter Hall
Auditorium. Announcer is K-89's
Jay Nelson, and sound and
lighting will be provided by Hoffman Music and Sound of
Spokane.
Admission is $1.50 in advance,
$2 at the door, and seating is
limited.

Film to examine
Mormon church
Whether or not Mormons are
Christians in the biblical sense is
one of the many questions that
Pastor J. C. Pults believes will be
answered in the film "The God
Makers," which will be shown
Sunday at 6 p.m. at the Cheney
Church of the Nazarene.
Pults, Pastor of. the Nazarene
Church located at 333 Betz Rd.,
says that he also believes that the
film will answer the questions
"Do Mormons believe Christ to
be the Divine Son of God?" and
"Should I concern myself if niy
children attend the Mormon church?"
The film is fast-paced, using investigative cinematography and
animation.

of a scientist who had been there
studying demons and incantations
that brought the demons to life.
On the tape he reads aloud one of
the incantations and as it is playing strange things begin to happen
in the woods. Later, when one of
the girls goes outside, the trees'
limbs reach out to pull away her
robe and grab her arms and legs.
She manages to get away, and
back at the house she is fine for a
whle, then turns into a nasty looking demon that looks quite a bit
like Linda Blair's worst in "The
Exorcist." She talks with a
demon voice and throws
characters around the room until
they trap her in the basement and
chain the trap door down .

Then one by one the others are
terrorized and turned into demons
through
not-so-miraculous
special effeels and some pretty
nasty looking makeup.
The photography is typical
cheap-horror-film style. For one
thing, it looks as though it was
shot in 16 mm., then blown up to
35 mm., giving it a grainy look.
The photography itself is very
amateurish, using more tilted
camera shots than anyone dreamt
of using in the old "Batman"
shows (and there were an awful
lot in those shows). There are also
shots from the floor up at the
characters, and a few from the
ceiling down, which apparently
are
used
because
the

K-89's Top T_en

Photographer was bored with
straight ~~ots and tilt s~ots ·and
close-ups that were so close thilt
one was never quite sure what was
going on.
Although there are alot of
things wrong with the film, it is
still quite enjoyable to watch--to
laugh at, if nothing else. The plot
is too far-fetched, and the
photography is so overdone that
it's funny.
Surprisingly, the acting isn't all
that bad, but it isn't great, either.
There are no big names in the
cast, nor are there anywhere else
in the titles. Even the releasing
company (New Line Cinema) is
virtually unknown.
This movie is a likely candidate
for the midnight cult-film circuit.
It is easy to picture the gore fans

of movies like "Dawn of the
Dead•• seeing this one repeatedly,
even if the masses don't like it,
which they won't.
t

.
'
Breathless

The movie in the Showalter
Auditorium this weekend is
"Breathless," starring Richard
Gere as a guy who likes "Silver
Surfer" comics and Jerry Lee
Lewis and doesn't think twice
about slealing a car or breaking
into a place. As the story opens he
is leaving Las Vegas to find a girl
, in California that he had a brief
affair with to ask her if she wants
to go to Mexico with him.
"Breathless" plays in the
auditorium (on the second floor)
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
at 7 p .m. Admission is
$1/sutdents and $2/general.

Lasl

week

1. (5) Karma Chameleon
2. (9) Joanna
3. (2) Talking in Your Sleep
4. (1) Owner of a Lonely Heart
5. (-) Jump
6. (7) Running with the Night
7. (-) Pink Houses

8. (-) That's All
9. (10) The Politics of Dancing
10. (-) 99 Luftballoons

Culture Club
Kool and the Gang
The Romantics
Yes
Van Halen
Lionel Ritchie
John Cougar Mellencamp
Genesis
The Re-Flex
Nena

Across@
from
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Profile
Former Eastern president
•
• •
gives op1n1ons on merger
By Alice Kirkmire
Staff Writer

Being president of anything is
often a hard but rewarding job.
Yet, what would it be like to be
president of a university? And
what if that university was a
growing, restless school?
Emerson Shuck was president
of Eastern during the Vietnam
years, and is still interested in the
functions of the university. Coming to EWU in 1967 and staying
until the end of 1976, Emerson
feels the time he invested in the
university w.Jrthwhile. "I enjoyed
the opportunity to be involved in
a progressive and developing institution in its most developmental stage," Shuck said.
Although Shuck realized that a
lot of things have changed since
he left the university in 1976, he
pointed out one problem that has
remained virtually unresolved
since the university began.
"There has always been a question of how to serve the Spokane
area for advanced research and
educational programs," he said.
Talk of a merger between WSU
and Eastern has been going on for
a lot longer than many students
may realize. Shuck cited many examples of attempts to somehow
unite the two universities' programs in the past. Most attempts,
however, have failed. "It' s
definitely a good idea but there
are problems with distance,
facilities and the location of the
administrative leadership.

"Many key decisions involving
the university were made 20 or 30
years ago. It's difficult to work
around the existing conditions or
situations involved," Shuck said.
In 1962 Eastern was not a very
large campus, there were not
many new buildings, and perhaps
many did not see the growing
future of the university at that
time.
During the next few years
Eastern was given ~n option to
move its campus into the Fort
Wright area where it would be
Spokane's majo r state-supported
research institution. However,
that decision was never made, and
Eastern stayed right here in
Cheney, Shuck said.
, "When I came to Eastern it was
already committed to the Cheney
campus. The library had been
built, there was a science
building, the student union was
already here and Dressler, Pearce
and Dryden were serving the
students as residence halls. And at
that time plans were being made
for additional buildings to serve
the growing campus," he said.
Shuck saw the opportunity and
the need of the Spokane area. So,
he proposed that Eastern become
a state-supported university with
the sole intent to serve lhe
Spokane area. To some extent this
has happened, but Shuck still sees
some problems with the existing
situation. "There are '20 miles
between Spokane and Cheney,
which I see as a serious handicap

to peoples' willingness to accept
Eastern' s resources as they exist,"
he said.
Attempts made by Shuck to
serve the Spokane area were successful but not always easy to pull
off. Shuck saw early on the need
for an increase in health sciences
programs. Therefore, he set up
programs on campus and in
Spokane hoping to meet both
needs, he said. Then he wanted to
add a nursing program to the curriculum because other universities
were adding such programs.
"Eastern joined the International
Nursing Education Program,
which is a unique program in the
U.S.," he said. "However, the
administrative services were lodged 80 miles away in WSU. Our
program soon became their program."
Distance, according to Shuck,
is the main problem with a merger
between the two universities.
"The distance is very great.
Direct contact is needed between
faculty and students. It's almost
inconceivable that teachers from
WSU are going to be willing to
"commute" to EWU for classes.
It's difficult to think of either
research or teaching being very
improved by merging the two
universities," he said.
It's clear that something is going to have to be done so that
Spokane will have a unit lb serve
its needs. However, just what is
still undertain, and talk of a
merger doesn't have WSU too
anxious to start packing its bags.

Photo by BRAD GARRISON

"With Washingtor. Stal •'s size it
would be virtually m1 p0:.s1ble to
move. They are a major university, they are the state land grant
university. They also couldn't
leave Pullman because o f the indebted bonds for the residence
halls. WSU is not anxious to place
programs in Spokane because
they'll be stuck with empty dorms
and lots of bills," Shuck said.
Shuck believes that in years to
come, depending on the financial
condition pf the state, Eastern
one
of
c.ould . bec o me
Washington's leading institutions. "Eastern is the only institution for which the primary

goal is serving the growing and
changing needs of the area,' ' he
said.
The decision, which should be
made soon, is one Shuck is glad
he doesn' t have to make. " There
is no easy answer to the problem .
Simplistic answers chop through
realities, like using a butcher
knife for a nerve operation. Compromises have to be made, on
both parts. I'd hate to see Eastern
become a no n-entity. It's just
become one big ' turf war.' Who
gets Spokane'? l hope the problem
is firmly resolved soon." And
may the best man, or university,
win.

Rock, jazz shows corning
By Cassie Andrews
Staff Writer

Three of Seattle's hottest bands
will be rocking in the PUB
Multipurpose Room Saturday
beginning at 9 p.m.
The bands are The Cowboys,
the Visible Targets and the Allies.
Admission is $5.
For those who prefer jazz, internationally acclaimed David
Friesen and his quartet will present a special Valentine's Day
Dinner Concert on Tuesday at
Cavanaugh's Inn At the Park.

Friesen was voted the Most
Valuable Musician at the
Monterey Jazz Festival in 1977.
The evening will include a dinner at 7 p.m. before the performance and a reception with the
quartet wm follow.
Reservations are $15 per person
and can be made at the Higher
Education Center in SpQkane or
at the PUB Information Desk. A
special discount room rate is also
available if you wish to spend the
night. For room reservations call
328-9531.
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Vets' Corner

see the inevitatile conflicts. There
was considerable cooperation and
coordination between EWU and
WSU before this new emphasis on
engineering and high technology
came along,'' Terrell was
reported in the Spokesman
Review as saying.
It was such conflicts between
the two schools that helped spur
the creation of the study. But
Frederickson, in his testimony to
the committee, denied that such
conflicts were as significant as
they are being portrayed.
"The so-called 'turf wars' are
a newspaper characterization of
legitimate state policy issues that
have been discussed al various
levels over several years , "
Frederickson said. "These discussions have dealt with complexity,
duplication and what ought to be
the appropriate level of publiclysupported higher education in
Spokane. It is unfortunate that
the significance of these policy
discussions have been debased
and made trivial by the phrase
'turf war'," Frederickson said.
Regardless of Frederickson ' s
feelings, Sommers and other
members of the Legislature have
seen a growing problem with
competition in the Spokane area.
The merger study is a response to
the conflicts and calls for further
educational resources in Spokane.
The suggestion made by Satre has
progressed faster than even he
could have imagined and Eastern
has found itself involved in a
study in which its input will be
minimal.
"It's funny that an off-the-cuff
suggestion made by a business
leader in Spokane gets picked up
and even put into the form of a
legislative
proposal
while
educators all along have been
making suggestions and coming
up empty," Shaber said. I suppose if I were God and could do
what I wanted I would take all the
doctrates related to business at
WSU and move . them to
Spokane," he said.

Merger-

By Al Vogel
Staff Writer

If you're a veteran with a general or dishonorable discharge, and
wa nt to have your discharge upgraded to honorable, then the Red
Cross is one of the organizations that you should contact.
If you're a disabled vet, and need help pursuir.g your disability
rights then the Red Cross is ready to assist you.
Even a veteran's family can come to the Red Cross for help in applying for government benefits .
_
In short, the American Red Cross is one of the organizations that
can be of great help to the veteran with a problem, or the veteran's
family .
"We assist the veteran to help himself," said Angie Williams, acting director for the service to military families and veterans department of the American Red Cross in a recent interview.
"Jf a veteran comes to our office and asks us to represent him, we
ask him to sign power of attorney for that one matter to represent
him, " said Williams.
The Red Cross is usually thought of as acting in disaster relief or
in blood drives, but its service to veterans is a very important aspect
of the service it provides to people.
"We offer to help veteran' s families applying for government
benefits, such as when the veteran has expired or is disabled," said
Williams.
The upgrading of a veteran's discharge is also very important,
since only honorably discharged veterans are eligible for educational
benefits, such as a GI Bill.
.
•'There is not a lot of financial assistance from our department
because of our limited budget," noted Williams, "but we do in
some instances help in a financial way . Particularly with disabled
veterans going for medical appointments or something like that."
The work required while representing a veteran may take weeks or
months, according to Williams, but the Red Cross will assist the
veteran all it can. And all of this free of charge. "There's a lot of
casework and legwork involved along with that representation ... a
veteran's problem is usually not something one can solve in a day or
even a week," said Williams.
If you need help, contact the American Red Cross in Spokane at
326-3330, they're more than willing ~o help you in your problem.
,

. . .. continued from p■ae 1
discuss their possible involvement
in the merger study at their Tuesday meeting.
The proposal, approved in the
House by a 84-13 vote last Monday, calls for creation of a higher
educational review committee to,
among other things, analyze and
determine a structure "that permit s Washington State University
to provide the Spokane area with
educational opportunities of a
state university, while maintaining and enhancing the nationally
recognized strengths and special
characteristics of the Pullman
campus ."
In addressing Eastern's role the
report states, "The final analysis
reached by the council should include procedures to assure that
Eastern Washington University's
flexibility and responsiveness in
providing educational opportunities be maintained and
enhanced."
EWU is prohibited by law from
granting doctoral or engineering
degrees. Eastern's growing involvement in Spokane and a recent request by the school for funding to establish a college of
engineering in either Spokane or
Cheney has been a sore point
between the two schools, according to Glen Terrell, president of

I wsu.

"It doesn't take much imagination to put the facts together and

Crime
... continued from page 1
victim of illegal use .
'' About seven or eight years
ago, some people within the (computer) center tried to make some
changes to their advantage,'' Pyle
said. In these cases, the persons
were caught before they had caused any trouble. Pyle also described one instance where an individual was running a business
on disk space designated for
research. The individual was immediately fired.
Contrary to popular belief,
students do not represent the biggest threat of computer crime at
Eastern. "The most likely source
of abuse is the faculty," said
Pyle . . "They have more resource
allocations : more disk space and
more central processing unit
(CPU) time." Asked how he
handles this aspect of security,
Pyle replied that "The university
makes the assumption that people
are doing what they are supposed
to be doing. If we find evidence to
the contrary, then we in vestigate." In addition to the administration, professors also use
the UNIV AC, generally for
research. Only a few students are
permitted to use the UNIVAC.
One of the inherent problems in
the computer security field is that
"there is no such thing as a completely secure computer system,"
Pyle said. Some of the security
precautions employed with the
UNIVAC include a hierarchy of
log-on codes. A user must enter
an account code, an ID code and
a password in order to work on
the computer. Academic compu_ting manager Jim White said
Eastern's systems have ''decent

security precautions." For obvious reasons, Pyle and White
declined to discuss all of Eastern 's
security measures.
Another problem plaguing the
computer security field is that of
crime detection. Once a criminal
gets past the security barriers, it is
difficult to detect his crime. Most
security measures are designed to
prevent access to sensitive files.
However, once these measures
have been compromised, the
pirate can only be caught if he
leaves traces of his crime behind .
These traces can be unusual output such as sensitive information
being run on the printer, or

unusually large amounts of
money being transferred among
accounts.
What does •.he future of computer security look like at
Eastern? Pyle freely admits that
Eastern's security system "isn't
what you call state-of-the-art."
Purchased in 1979, the UNIVAC
wasn't the most technologically
advanced hardware even then.
When the UNIV AC is replaced,
Pyle says the university is planning on a better security system.
How has EWU managed to get
through the last five years without
a major incident? "In a sense,"
said Pyle, ''we've been lucky.''
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NEED CASH? Earn $500+ each
school year, 2-4 (flexible) hours
per week placing and filling
posters on campus. Serious
workers only; we give recommendations. i-800-243-6679.
For Sale: Sony TC558 reel to reel
three motor auto reverse by directional recording with extra tapes
and original packing material
$150.00. Call Pete 235-5349.
COMPUTER TERMINAL RENTALS
Stay at home and do your programming. Rent new terminal
with -1200 baud modem for
$90.000 per month. Four month
mm1mum. Purchase option
available too! Acme T. V. and
Computers. 1727 E. Sprague.
Spokane,535-4122.
I-or rent: One bedroom furnished
$230, one bedroom unfurnished
$215. College Park Apartments,
18 W. 2nd, #111 . 235-6155.
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... continued from page 2
some students away from the
regular housing system, the impact should be minimal, said
Marianne Hall, director of
residential life. If anything, the
overall system will be more flexible as far as scheduling single
rooms go, she said.
Hall also noted that when she
came to Eastern in 1968, Greek
fraternities and sororities were
part of the housing system. That
worked well as long as each group
occupied a floor to itself, she
said.
But conflicts did arise when
participation in the Greek systems
declined and members had to
share floors with other groups or
students, she added.

• Public Indoor Pool
• Therapy Pools & Sauna
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